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In response to DEFRA’s consultation on the regulation of genetic technologies in
English agriculture, gene editing (GE) has become a popular topic of conversation.
GE encompasses a variety of tools, ...
Gene editing &.agriculture - a popular topic of conversation
A decade after Rob Saik offered 10 key drivers he believed would shape agriculture
in the next 10 years, the agrologist, entrepreneur and author has ...
Agricultural leader envisions industry’s future
The global genetically modified crops market is growing at a very fast pace For
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every food or agricultural product there are millions of dollars invested for research
development and implementation ...
Genetically Modified Crops Market to Exhibit Impressive Growth of CAGR during the
period 2021-2028
How safe is genetically modified food and what’s the impact on the environment
and farmers. The first genetically modified food crop was introduced to the US
market in the mid-1990s. By 2018, nearly ...
How safe is genetically modified food?
Climate change is a threat to global food security due to the reduction of crop
productivity around the globe. Food security is a matter of concern for
stakeholders and policymakers as the global ...
Next-Generation Breeding Strategies for Climate-Ready Crops
New York Times Magazine publishes false and misleading statements in proGMO fairytale. Report: Claire Robinson and Jonathan Matthews ...
GMO purple tomato takes centre stage in deregulation push
In other words, exactly the kinds of advances that come from university chemistry,
plant science, artificial intelligence, engineering, and molecular biology labs. But
organic farmers, including ...
Can a Prominent University Be Both a Paragon of Scientific Achievement and a
Morass of Wokeness?
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) is soliciting feedback on a
proposal to add three modifications that plants could contain and be exempt from
USDA's biotechnology regulations. These ...
Proposal to Exempt Plants with Additional Modifications Produced Using Genetic
Engineering That are Otherwise Achievable by Conventional Breeding
Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) include foods like some apples and salmon
whose DNA has been modified for certain traits like browning and size.
What are GMOs? The truth about genetically-modified organisms and if they're safe
to eat
Scientists on Thursday unveiled the most exhaustive database yet of the proteins
that form the building blocks of life, in a breakthrough observers said would
"fundamentally change biological research ...
AI's human protein database a 'great leap' for research
The beautiful Xerces blue butterfly was a distinct species, according to a new
study. It hasn't been seen alive since 1943.
This Butterfly May Have Been the First Insect Driven Extinct by U.S. Urbanization
A new study describes how an interdisciplinary team of researchers used a state-ofthe-art microscopy technique to reveal protein structures and key steps of a
CRISPR-Cas system that holds promise for ...
Advanced microscopy shines light on new CRISPR-Cas system
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Scientists on Thursday unveiled the most exhaustive database yet of the proteins
that form the building blocks of life, in a breakthrough observers said would
"fundamentally change biological research ...
Barron's
Market Study Report LLC has added a new report on Agricultural Biotechnology
market that provides a comprehensive review of this industry with respect to the
driving forces influencing the market size ...
Agricultural Biotechnology Market Size Future Scope, Demands and Projected
Industry Growths to 2025
The global Genome Editing market size is expected to reach USD 15.09 Billion by
2028 at a CAGR of 14.8%, according to the latest report by Reports and Data.
Genome editing refers to a genetic ...
Genome Editing Market To Reach USD 15.09 Billion by 2028 Say's Reports and
Data
A massive jump in the sale of herbicide-tolerant, genetically engineered cotton
seeds in India's current cropping season has raised fears of unchecked use of
glyphosate, a toxic weedicide linked to ...
India fails to weed out illegal herbicide-tolerant cotton
The results represent one of the clearest pieces of evidence yet that genetic and
environmental ... in the Department of Environmental Health and Engineering at
the Bloomberg School.
The potential role of genetic and environmental interaction in autism spectrum
disorder
New study demonstrates a quicker and less expensive way to explore gene-plusenvironment causes of autism spectrum disorder and other conditions.
tudy Highlights Role of Genetic and Environmental Interaction in Autism
Chlorpyrifos exposure results in the expression of genetic mutations associated
with autism spectrum disorder in a laboratory model, finds research published in
Environmental Health Perspectives by ...
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